MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: UTD/CTD for MAP 76-14(I)/CAP 76-14(I) -- Rental Car Insurance in Foreign Countries

1. **SYNOPSIS:** Reinserts language that rental car insurance is a reimbursable expense when required by a rental car company within a foreign country and when a Service designated official determines that legal requirements/procedures of the foreign country involved make insurance necessary to match FTR, §301-10.451 language.

2. The attached revision is forwarded for information purposes only. No coordination or comments are required.

3. This revision was initiated by DTMO (CTD).

4. These changes are scheduled to appear in JFTR change 329 and JTR change 583, dated 1 May 2014.

5. This determination is effective when printed in the JFTR/JTR.

//approved//

JOEL T. RIDENOUR
Chief, Policy and Regulations Branch

Attachment:
Rev 1

**Uniformed E-Mail Distribution:**
MAP Members T&T Branch PMO-DTS GSA-3FT GSA-OGP(MTT) DTMO PPC

**Civilian E-Mail Distribution:**
CAP Members T&T Branch PMO-DTS GSA-3FT GSA-OGP(MTT) DTMO CBCA Judges
**APP G:**

*Insurance, Driving Related.* Driving related insurance is reimbursable when a Service designated official determines that legal requirements/procedures of the foreign country involved make it necessary to carry driving related insurance (55 Comp. Gen. 1343 (1976)) to cover potential liability for damage, personal injury, or death to third parties when travel is authorized by GOVT conveyance, ≈ POC, or rental car.

*NOTE: Special Conveyance/Rental Vehicle (Includes Rental Aircraft) Reimbursable Expenses*

When the AO authorizes/approves special conveyance/rental vehicle use for official business, the following expenses are reimbursable:

1. *****

2. **Reimbursable Expenses.** When the AO authorizes/approves special conveyance/rental vehicle use for official business, the following expenses are reimbursable:

a. – n. *****

*o. The cost of buying collision insurance (e.g., collision damage waiver (CDW) adjustment, theft protection, etc.) is reimbursable only if the insurance is required by the rental company in a foreign area/country to provide full coverage insurance, is authorized in a foreign county IAW Insurance, Driving Related, above or the insurance is necessary for certain classified special operations. See R-204486, 19 January 1982.

p. *****